Best of the New Titles added to Santa Clara City Library Genealogy Collection

April 2008-April 2009

Directories


How-To Genealogy Books

Abbreviations & Acronyms: A guide for Family Historians, Revised 2nd edition by Kip Sperry [GR 929.1 S75]


American Genealogical Research at the DAR, Washington, D.C., 2nd ed. by Eric Grundset [GS 929.373 G88]

Army Records: a Guide for Family Historians by William Spencer [GR 929.1 S74]


Family history in the wars by William Spencer [GR 929.1 S74]

Finding your Father’s War: a practical guide to researching and understanding service in the World War II U.S Army by Jonathan Gawne [GR 940.54 G28 + circulating copy in main stacks]

Finding Your Italian Ancestors: A Beginner’s Guide [GR 929.1 A21 + G circulating copy]


Google Your Family Tree by Daniel Lynch [GR 025.06929 L98 + G circulating copy]


Numbering your Genealogy: Basic systems, complex families, and international kin (New Edition!) by Joan Curran [GR 929.1 C97 2008]


Reunion Solutions: Everything you need to plan an extraordinary family, class, military, corporate or association reunion by Dina C. Carson [GS 793.2 C32 + G circulating copy]
Canada

Erin’s Sons: Irish arrivals in Atlantic Canada, vol. 1 1761-1853 by Terrence M. Punch [GR 929.3715 P98]

Finding your Canadian ancestors: a beginner’s guide by Sherry Irwin [GR 929.371 Ir72]

Europe (Germany)

Beginner’s guide to Germanic genealogy by Lois Edwards [GR 929.343 E26]


Germans to America and The Hamburg passenger lists: coordinated schedules by Roger Minert [GR 929.373 M66]

In Search of Your German Roots, 2008 edition (New Edition!) by Angus Baxter [GR 929.1 B35 2008]

Map Guide to German Parish Registers with full index of Towns, volumes 1-20 by Kevin M. Hansen [multi-volume set, GR 929.343 H24]

Europe (Great Britain)

Royal Ancestry Bible: a 3,400 pedigree chart compilation, 3 volumes by Michel L. Call [GR 929.2 C15]

Tracing Your British Ancestors by Gerald Hamilton Edwards [GR 929 H22 + G circulating copy]

United States (Arkansas)

Court of Common Pleas and Circuit Court, Hempstead County, Arkansas [GS 929.3767 A724]

Crawford County, Arkansas original land grants by Sue McLaughlin [GS 929.3767 C59]

United States (Connecticut)

Barbour collection of Connecticut Town Vital Records (filling in volumes missing from the partial set we acquired in 2002-2003), new volumes acquired this year: volume 3, volume 8, volume 9, volume 10, and volume 21 [GR 929.3746 B239]
United States (Delaware)

Colonial Families of Delaware, (memorial gift from DAC, San Jose de Guadalupe Chapter to fill in missing volumes from our set) new volumes to collection: volumes 6, 7, 8, 10 [GS 929.3751 W94]

Land Records of Sussex County, Delaware, 1763-1769 by Mary Brewer [GS 929.3751 B84]

United State (Georgia)

Clarke County, Georgia Marriage Records, 1803-1909 transcribed by Faye Stone Poss [GR929.3758 P85]

Southern Watchmen, Athens, Georgia Civil War Home Front Coverage 1861-1865, abstracted by Faye Stone Poss [GR 929.3758 S72]

United States (Iowa)

Biographical Dictionary of Iowa [GR 929.3777 B61]

United States (New England)

Female Index to Genealogical Dictionary of the First Settlers of New England by James Savage [GS 929 S26] (Note: Library has the multi-volume set that this indexes.)

United States (Ohio)

1890 genealogical census reconstruction, Ohio edition, by Sherida K. Eddlemon [GS 929.3771 E21 + G circulating copy]

United States (Pennsylvania)

1693 Census of the Swedes on the Delaware: family histories of the Swedish Lutheran Church members residing in Pennsylvania, Delaware, West New Jersey & Cecil County, Md., 1638-1693, by Peter Craig [GR 929.3748 C88]

Abstracts of Berks County, Pennsylvania Wills, 3 volumes by Jacob Martin [GS 929.3748 M38]

Abstracts of Bucks County, Pennsylvania Land Records, 1684-1723 [GS 929.3748 M51]

History and genealogy of early pioneer families of Lebanon County, Pennsylvania [GS 979.3748 F81]

Revolutionary Patriots of Lancaster County, Pennsylvania by Henry Peden [GS 929.3748 P37]
United States (Revolutionary War)

African American and American Indian patriots of the Revolutionary War [GS 973.314 A25]


DAR Patriot Index, Millennium (2000) Edition set, 3 volumes [GS 973.3 D23]

Standing Orders for new volumes of continuing sets

Italians to America, volumes 21 & 22 & 23 & 24 & 25 & 26 [GS 929.373 It88]

Maine Families in 1790, volume 10 [GR 929.3741 M225]

Settlers of the Beekman Patent, Dutchess County, New York, volume 9 [GS 929.3747 D65]

California Locked Case

16 x Mom: Sixteen Children: inspiring and compelling life story: Mom, Rose by Barbara Cagle (San Jose family) [929.2 OL49 Case + circulating copy in main stacks]

150th Anniversary Celebration Free and Accepted Masons of California, 1856-2006 by Don Spence [366.1 On58 Case]

A.B.C. Directory: San Jose, Santa Clara and vicinity, 1935-1936 [917.9473 A11 Case]

Burlingame Centennial: 1908-2008 by Joanne Garrison [979.469 G24 Case]

Cities and Towns of San Joaquin County since 1847 by Raymond Hillman [979.455 H65]

From Field to Town: Chronicle of North [San Diego] County History by Vincent Rossi [979.498 RR83 Case + G circulating copy]

From Missions to Microchips: The Continuity of Innovation in Silicon Valley (Thesis) by Kathleen Feain [979.473 F28 Case]

History of Ambulance Service in Santa Clara County by Oskar Thurber [362.188 T54 Case + GS copy]

Juana Briones of 19th Century California by Jeanne McDonnell [979.4 M13 Case + circulating copy in main stacks]

Mendocino Papers by Bruce Anderson [979.415 A54 Case]
Monterey County Illustrated: Resources, History, Biography, (Souvenir edition, 1889) [917.9476 M778 Case]

My Favorite Ancestor: a Collection of Stories written by students in genealogy and family history classes, edited by instructor Marcia Holstrom [929.1 M99 Case + G circulating copy]

Santa Clara County: Harvest of Change, an Illustrated History (New Edition!) by Stephen Payne [979.473 P34 Case + GR copy + circulating copies in main stacks]

Santa Clara County Locaide (Street Atlas) 1950-1951 edition [912.79473 S232 Case]

Santa Clara High School Class of 1903 Reunion of 1953 [373 R44 Case]

Seven Months to Oregon: 1853 diaries, letters and reminiscent accounts, edited by Harold J. Peters [979.5 S49 Case + circulating copy in main stacks]

Silicon Valley: 110 Year Renaissance (New Edition!) [979.473 S583 Case + circulating copy in main stacks]

We Were Here Too! The History and Contributions of the Original Mexican Families to the Palm Springs Village, Palm Springs Historical Society [979.497 W36 Case]

Vets’ Book: “You never know who you’re sitting next to!” a Tribute to the World War II veterans who are members of the family of our Ascension Catholic Church by Marilyn Quentin [940.5481 V58 Case]

Images of America photographic history series added to California Locked Case

Apple Valley [979.495 L89 Case]

Arcata [979.412 F26 Case]

Auburn [979.438 S69 Case]

Buellton [979.491 C88 Case]

Carmichael [979.453 M99 Case]

Crockett [979.463 R66 Case]

Dixon [979.452 D62 Case]

Downtown Stockton [979.455 K19 Case]

Grover Beach [979.478 S55 Case]
Italians of the Santa Clara Valley [979.473 M35 Case + circulating copy in main stacks]

Levi Strauss & Co. [338.7687 D74 Case]

Morro Bay [979.478 C35 Case]

Portuguese in San Leandro [325.2469 Case]

Redlands [979.495 B95 Case]

Sacramento’s Greenhaven, Pocket Area (Portuguese community) [979.454 G82 Case + circulating copy in main stacks]

San Francisco Bay Area Aviation [629.93 L32 Case]

San Francisco’s Haight-Ashbury [979.461 C67 Case]

San Pedro’s Cabrillo Beach [979.493 S29]

South Santa Clara County [979.473 S56 Case + circulating copy in main stacks]

Union City [979.478 Case]